This paper compares the results of technology mapping from bibliometric analysis and results from expert review to identify emerging solar photovoltaic (PV) technologies. The bibliometric analysis is based on "Tools for Innovation Monitoring" (TIM), a new software code developed by the Joint Research Centre. With this text-mining software a set of relevant keywords is extracted through frequency analysis from a corpus of pertinent scientific publications. Keywords obtained by quantitative analysis by TIM are tested against results from qualitative cognitive analysis by an international panel of PV technology experts by means of a set of proposed indicators. The technologies identified by the PV experts are well represented amongst the most frequently occurring (highest ranked) keywords retrieved by TIM. The more salient keywords tend to correspond to the relatively more established technologies such as dye sensitised solar cells, organic PV and more recently-developed technologies such as perovskites. These high rated/developed keywords/technologies can be relatively straightforwardly detected through bibliometric analysis. Contrary to that, keywords designating the most emerging technologies like ferroelectric PV, hot carriers and multiple exciton generation solar cells tend to occur much less frequently and therefore provide weaker signals. These weak signals can be important in foresight.
1. Introduction 1.1. Relevance, scope and structure of this paper This paper compares results from two different horizon scanning methods. A qualitative cognitive expert review is compared with a quantitative bibliometric analysis of keywords; these detect and monitor promising emerging technologies at an early stage of development. A case study focusing on solar photovoltaics illustrates the approach.
From energy and innovation policy perspectives, new clean energy technologies have a potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to spur job creation and economic growth [1] . From a data-driven economy perspective, many EU policy domains are faced with the challenge of extracting accurate, targeted and timely information from an increasing volume of textual data. In this context, policy makers would benefit from text mining and analysis solutions to access the right information, in the proper format for the decision making process in a variety of contexts.
Within the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission, work is on-going on bibliometric analysis as a complement to expert consultation for the detection and monitoring of emerging technologies [2, 3] . This paper outlines the methodology and results of a pilot exercise on a quantitative method exploiting computer-based keyword mapping of emerging PV technologies.
In the current literature it is commonly recognised that focused expert reviews are more suitable than text mining methods in identifying weak signals [4] , so results from the JRC bibliometric software are tested against the results of an expert review exercise [5] by means of a set of indicators specially conceived for this purpose. The quality, background and impartiality of the panel of elicited experts make their outputs particularly suitable to be considered as a reference.
For the purposes of this study, emerging photovoltaic (PV) technologies are broadly deemed to include novel and potentially transformative PV materials and/or production processes that are still far away from commercial deployment. Referring to the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) definition, adopted also by the European Commission [6] , the present study focused on emerging PV technologies with a TRL not exceeding TRL 4. This paper is structured as follows, section 1.2 below provides a brief context on the "Tools for Innovation Monitoring" (TIM), the new software developed at the JRC; section 2 describes the general methodology adopted to compare the performance of the softwarebased bibliometrics approach (quantitative keyword frequency analysis) in identifying emerging technologies with the "classic" method of expert review (qualitative cognitive analysis); this comparison is implemented by means of specific indicators described in 2.3; section 3 presents results as keyword lists generated by TIM, which section 4 benchmarks and section 5 discusses in terms of keyword frequency analysis and expert knowledge.
Software-based Tools for Innovation Monitoring (TIM)
Information on scientific and patent production can complement expert knowledge by providing quantitative evidence to inform policies that are subject to an increasing integration between research and development (R&D) and technology innovation [7, 8] . Expanded use of databases and the enhanced computing power nowadays allow combining bibliometric analysis, counting activity levels and identifying patterns in R&D bibliographic records plus patent analyses [9, 10] , with text mining from complex databases to identify, select and visualise information on emerging technologies. This allows to construct maps of keywords and R&D actors (for example: [2, 3, 11, 12, 13] ), based on co-publication and copatenting, as a valuable evidence-base to compare the advancement of knowledge amongst different technologies in the course of time and across different geographical regions.
JRC has developed a monitoring system for tracking the evolution of established and emerging technologies named Tools for Innovation Monitoring (TIM). It is based on semantic analysis, powerful data mining and visualization of complex data sets. TIM counts activity levels (based e.g. on R&D bibliography and patents) and identifies patterns of collaboration and technological evolution, potentially tracking the progression of keywords over time and by domain. TIM uses network analysis to detect events related to technology change, by identifying, clustering and visualizing complex relationships and connections by topics, institutions and countries or regions [2] .
Methodology
Expert reviews are well established in horizon scanning and considered one of the best methods to identify weak signals [4] .
The expert review of this case-study was performed in December 2016 by a good number (~20) of international PV experts with a good mix of expertise in various PV technologies. Its findings were used to benchmark the ability of TIM to retrieve keywords related to emerging PV technologies (Fig. 1) . The experts analysed the degree of development, challenges and potential of the emerging PV technologies identified as relevant, together with their Technology Readiness Levels [5] . The "quantitative term frequency analysis" process (right side of Fig. 1 ) can be summarised as follows. First, energy analysts (different from the PV experts involved in the expert review) defined a Boolean search string ( Table 2 in 2.2.2) and inserted it to the TIM Editor software (section 1.2) to retrieve a set of scientific publications relevant to new and innovative Emerging Technologies in the PV sector. From this dataset, TIM then extracted and refined a list of keywords, which was subsequently compared to the list of emerging PV technologies identified by the experts ( Table 1 ). The quantitative comparison was performed by specifically designed indicators described in section 2.3.
Qualitative cognitive analysis by expert review
A qualitative cognitive review exercise involving internationally recognised experts on PV technologies was conducted according to common technology foresight methodologies [14] . Experts were asked to produce a list of PV technologies which can be considered "emerging technologies" as defined in section 1.1. One panel consisted of JRC in-house senior experts on PV technologies, who drew on their own knowledge and experience to identify about 10 PV emerging technologies. A second list, of about 20 PV emerging technologies, was independently proposed by another international panel of 15 experts gathered for a workshop in December Fig. 1 . Visual representation of the protocol approach adopted in this paper.
2016 [5] . The two lists (mainly overlapping) were then manually merged by the energy analysts (Table 1 ) and used to benchmark keywords retrieved from bibliometric analysis by checking to what extent the keyword lists generated by the TIM software match with the keywords underlined in Table 1 (see).
Quantitative keyword frequency analysis by TIM bibliometrics
TIM can retrieve bibliometric data from several sources such as the SCOPUS database of peer-reviewed scientific journals [15] . CORDIS, the database of European Union (EU) research projects [16] , and PATSTAT, a wide database of patents [17] . For the purposes of this paper, dictionary creation and keyword extraction are the most relevant computational linguistic operations performed by TIM.
Dictionary creation
TIM creates a dictionary of concepts ( Fig. 2) and their synonyms from a reference corpus (the whole data set analysed) of documents present in SCOPUS, CORDIS and PATSTAT published, between 1996 and 2016, in all scientific fields.
TIM extracts single-and multi-words as well as acronyms from titles, abstracts and keyword fields in the reference corpus, normalises the words (grouping instances of the same term, removing inconsistencies in e.g. spelling or word choice, ranks them by relevance and stores them as concepts in the dictionary. The terms in the dictionary are prioritised and weighted according to the processing implemented by the extractors. Among others, composite term frequencyeinverse document frequency (tf-idf) weighting [18] allows ranking terms according to their number of occurrences in a document, offset by the number of occurrences in the whole corpus. TIM uses the dictionary as a central data structure when extracting "clean keywords" (see section 2.2.3) from more specific sets of documents.
Search string design
The dataset extracted by TIM was defined using a Boolean search string (Table 2) designed to capture future, emerging and other innovative or exploratory aspects of the PV technology, as sketched in Fig. 3 below.
The search string was designed by way of a literature review based on existing PV technology delineations from scientometrics ( [8, 10, 19, 20] , and technology assessment literature [21, 22] ).
This string broadly delineates PV technology at a general level, with the aim of maximising the results (bibliometric recall). In addition to this technology delineation (left part of Fig. 3 ), the search string also includes a future/emerging attribution (right part of Fig. 3 ), aimed at retrieving publications with an explicit element of novelty. In order to improve retrieval quality (bibliometric precision), a proximity-search limit of up to 10 words was established between the PV-technology-delineation and the "future/emerging" attribution parts of the Boolean search string.
The bibliometric search was performed on 03.03.2017 by using the TIM Beta 2016 version. A relevant corpus of 6481 documents were identified, consisting of 131 EU projects, 717 Patents and, from the SCOPUS data base: 259 Reviews, 2164 conference proceedings, 73 book chapters and 3173 articles.
Keyword extraction and automated cleaning/clumping
For the purpose of identifying technologies that could be considered as emerging PV technologies, the analysis focuses on the keywords associated to the documents retrieved by TIM. In first instance, TIM lists unprocessed keywords defined by document authors or journal editors, which are referred to as "native keywords" in this paper. Secondly, TIM can also group similar words into concepts which are then listed as semantically "clean keywords", as explained below; this process is also known in literature as "clumping" [13] .
The native keyword extraction process starts by designing a Boolean search string (see Table 2 and Fig. 3 ) to retrieve a dataset of publications (Fig. 4) relevant to both PV and future/emerging, (years 1996e2016). TIM then extracts the native keywords associated to each publication in the dataset and calculates how many times the same keyword is used in different publications in the whole dataset. Then, it ranks-orders these keywords from the most to the least frequently occurring ones.
TIM extracted about 9800 native keywords from the whole dataset of 6481 documents identified by the search string designed as above. These keywords contain many inflected versions of the same word (for example Solar-Cell, solar cells, solar cell …), since they are retrieved directly as provided by the different authors/ editors, During the clumping process the keywords are first stemmed (reduced to the word root) and compared to the existing terms "modelling") Table 2 Search string used by the TIM software.
ti_abs_key:(("photovoltaic future"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic emerging"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic innovative"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic disruptive"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic visionary"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic exploratory"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic unexpected"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic new"~10 OR 00 photovoltaic novel"~10) OR ("solar cell" AND (future OR emerging OR innovative OR disruptive OR visionary OR exploratory OR unexpected OR ("solar new"~10 AND 00 cell new"~10) OR ("solar novel"~10 AND 00 cell novel"~10))) OR ("solar PV 00 AND (future OR emerging OR innovative OR disruptive OR visionary OR exploratory OR unexpected OR ("solar new"~10 AND 00 PV new"~10) OR ("solar novel"~10 AND 00 PV novel"~10))) NOT emergency)
in the dictionary of concepts [23e25]. They are then weighted (according to their tf-idf and other parameters) and rank-ordered per document in a "bag of concepts", which is the basis for the list of clean keywords for the whole dataset. Like the native keywords, these clean keywords are rank-ordered from highest to lowest frequency of occurrence. The clean keyword list also records the frequency of occurrence of each keyword. This process resulted in a list of about 5800 clean keywords.
Cognitive selection by energy analysts
Keywords defined by authors or editors provide concise indications of the most important core concepts in a document, and therefore can potentially convey useful information for monitoring research trends and their evolution [26] . Rank-ordering of keywords according to their frequency of occurrence can provide an overall picture of most relevant keywords ("master keywords") on top of a rank of less frequently occurring keywords. In terms of tracking research evolution, a bibliometric analyst can relate this notion of most frequently occurring keywords to the idea that some keywords may be used by authors to frame their own attempt at transforming a field [27] . Furthermore, analysis of the mostfrequently occurring keywords can provide indications of research hot spots within given time periods. The frequency of keywords and their ranks is known to follow a power-law distribution [28] .
Since the corpus of documents searched by the bibliometric software is extremely wide and not specifically devoted to emerging technologies, not necessarily the most high-ranked keywords are significant to the purpose of identifying emerging/ future technologies. As can be seen from Tables 3 and Table 4 , the lists of retrieved native keywords and clean keywords (after the clumping process) embed several trivial terms like "photovoltaics" and "solar cell", or refer to mature technologies such as "silicon", or too vague concepts like "thin film".
In order to further refine these lists a "cognitive selection" is necessary. This is typically [13] performed by experts, or energy analysts.
TIM orders keywords by frequency (Tables 3 and 4) , which the energy analysts semantically examined starting from the most frequently retrieved keywords. This was performed on the basis of own experience plus definitions and descriptions from relevant bibliographic sources. This final step is represented, in Fig. 1 , by the dashed-line box "Cognitive selection of candidate PV".
The screening work required of analysts is quite committing and cannot be realistically done for all the keywords delivered by the bibliometric software (5800 in the clean keyword list illustrated in Table 4 ). However, screening only a subset of the keywords normally entails loss of information. In order to decide at which rank to stop the process, there must be a trade-off between available resources (time of experts/analysts) and retrieval performance required.
From our experience, 300 is a reasonable number of keywords that an average-experienced analyst can screen in a week of work, carefully discerning one by one if they are just terms of general use or if they can represent a concept useful to designate or identify an early-stage or emerging technology. This number is confirmed by a frequency-rank analysis (section 3.2.1) and by the literature: "The Term Clumping process … has been completed and we have obtained a review by … experts of the Top 300 consolidated terms." [13] .
In the following section we propose some specifically designed indicators to measure the effectiveness of the bibliometric software, tested against the results provided by the expert review method. 
Visual representation of the dictionary creation by the TIM bibliometric software. Fig. 3 . Schematics of the Boolean search string designed to catch the future/emerging aspects of PV technology.
Comparison of findings from expert review and TIM bibliometrics
In this section we detail indicators and parameters we deem useful to benchmark or compare findings from a bibliometric software (TIM in our case) against expert reviews. Section 4 provides application examples.
The test set [29] used for assessing the performance of the software in retrieving specific concepts is the set of 24 underlined keywords in Table 1 we also defined "Marker Keywords" (MK), designating emerging PV technologies proposed by experts. We define as "first N ranked" (N) the set of the first (or top) N most frequently occurring keywords retrieved by TIM under specified search/filtering conditions. In the numerical examples presented in section 4, considering the proposed use of the bibliometric software and our experience (see section 2.2.4) we mainly adopted N ¼ 300, although the use of N can be generalised. Organic solar cells 31 We consider the indicator described by (1):
The value of r(N) is the number n of MKs present in the first Nranked (most frequently-occurring) keywords retrieved by TIM under specified search/filtering conditions. This corresponds to the concept of "true positives" actually retrieved by the text-mining method, but at a "fixed ranking" (in the first N-ranked retrieved results) since the cognitive selection is performed by the analysts only for the first N elements retrieved by the software (2.2.4). The specific r(300) indicator (for the first 300 most frequentlyoccurring keywords) is considered more suitable for the purposes of this paper, while r(100) (for the first 100 keywords) is deemed to retrieve insufficient MKs (see section 4). The indicator in (2):
is the percentage of MKs present among the first N-ranked keywords retrieved by TIM under specified search/filtering conditions. This could be also defined "Recall rate at a fixed ranking". We calculated Recallrate(300) and Recallrate(100) for different TIM settings (examples in section 4). We identify as Rank(MK i ) the value of the rank of a specific marker keyword in a list of keywords produced by the software, under specified search/filtering conditions. For example, the rank of the marker keyword "Organic solar cells" (third row in Table 1 ) in the list "native keywords" (Table 3 ) is 20.
On the base of this it is possible to define the function:
This function is the sum of the ranks of all the MKs retrieved by the software under specific search/filtering conditions. This indicator quantifies the success of the software in high-ranking a set of marker keywords: the lower this indicator the higher the efficacy. This indicator can be calculated only if all the keywords of the MK set are present also in the list produced by the software. Considering a possible failure of the software in identifying all the MKs (or a "loss of information", compared to the expert's review) it is necessary to define a similar indicator only for a subset (MK-W) of marker keywords, by removing the "W" worstperforming marker keywords in the considered keyword list (those with highest values of the rank, or not present in the list), as in equation (4):
The indicator in (4), compared to that in (3), can allow rank sum calculations even if a maximum number of "W" MKs are missing from the list under exam. The number of the W worst performing MKs which could be excluded from the calculation should be an amount considered a "reasonable" loss of information. For the purposes of this paper, we consider as "satisfactory" the ability to bibliometrically retrieve about 68% of the MKs designated by an expert review (the percentage of values within two standard deviations of the mean in a normal distribution). The "reasonable loss of information" would then be about 33% in our population of 24 MK, or 8 marker keywords. Conversely, since the SumRank function is calculated on the top 66% of retrieved MKs, we can call it SumRank (66%). Section 4 presents some numerical application examples.
Results: keyword lists generated by TIM
As outlined in 2.2.3, TIM uses a Boolean search string to retrieve scientific documents (papers, projects, patents) from which it extracts and cleans keywords relevant to the concept of emerging PV technologies. below list the most frequently occurring native and clean keywords. Table 3 lists the top 20 most frequently occurring native keywords, for the years 1996e2016, with additionally the example of kesterite. TIM recovered 9770 native keywords, which appear as they were input by authors/editors, rank-ordered from most to less frequently occurring. Variants such as "Solar cells" and "solar cell", or "Kesterite" and "kesterites" appear and are ranked as distinct keywords. The sum of the number of keyword occurrences (cumulated frequency) is about 16 000.
Native list of keywords

Post clumping or cleaned list of keywords
As outlined in section 2.2.3, TIM applies a term clumping process to the native keywords listed in Table 3 , thereby harmonising and grouping words with similar morphological roots (e.g. same name in uppercase, lowercase etc.) into a single concept (e.g. "solar cell" or "kesterite"). TIM uses a dictionary, with synonyms and acronyms from scientific literature. After this reduction step 5795 clean keywords are left (Table 4 presents a selection), down from the 9770 of Table 3 .
The cumulated frequency is mainly the same before and after the cleaning process, because TIM groups keywords according to the processing described in 2.2.3 and adds up their frequency of occurrence. For example, in the native keyword list we have: "Kesterite": 5 occurrences (rank 313 of Table 3 ); "kesterites": 1 occurrence (rank 3971); "kesterite": 1 occurrence (rank 4375) and "Kesterites": 1 occurrence (rank 9737). These are grouped into the single clean keyword "kesterite", with 8 occurrences (rank 332 in Table 4 ). As the dictionary is not based on a PV-specific corpus of documents, some terms denoting the same domain-specific concept (e.g. "solar cells" (rank 2 in Table 4 ) and "photovoltaic cell" (rank 10) still appear as distinct keywords in the clean keyword list.
Keyword rank-frequency plots
A rank-frequency chart ( The three keyword rank-frequency plots are in log-log coordinates, with the horizontal axis showing the ranks of keywords in the frequency table, and the vertical axis indicating the total number (frequency) of the keyword's occurrences. The three plots approximately obey a heavy-tailed power law distribution and roughly follow commonly used (near-Zipf) models of term distributions, whereby frequency very rapidly decreases with rank [18] .
The keyword rank-frequency distributions plotted in Fig. 5 have visibly different slopes in the head, middle and tail segments.
The steeper slope in the head segment can be largely attributed to the fact that similar highly-frequently occurring native keywords (e.g. Solar Cell, Solar Cells, solar cells) have been harmonised and grouped by TIM, as indicated in item 3.2, thereby further increasing their frequency of occurrence. As shown above, TIM also retrieves keywords used in the search string (e.g. solar cell, photovoltaic), which are not considered to convey relevant information and are therefore omitted from the analysis. Other keywords appearing in the upper part of the distribution are too generic (e.g. thin film, renewable energy) and/or cross-sectoral (e.g. silicon) to be considered relevant for this analysis. The only keywords that appeared in both the head of the distribution and in the list of candidate emerging technologies identified by PV experts (Table 1) are "dye sensitized solar cell" and "organic solar cells", plus its equivalent "polymer solar cell". These three keywords could be considered as the "master keywords" designating two technologies in the more "mature" part of the spectrum of emerging PV technologies, within the scope of this paper.
Regarding the middle part of the distribution, TIM retrieved nine of the technologies identified as emerging by the PV technology experts, and ranked them between 12 and 400 in terms of frequency of occurrence in the entire period from 1996 to 2015 (Fig. 5) . This roughly confirms the analysts' intuitive approach of manually checking the first most frequently occurring 300 keywords as mentioned above in section 2.2.4. It is also in line with the established understanding that mid-range terms are the best index terms and relevance discriminators [30, 31] .
Benchmarking keyword lists generated by TIM against experts
Section 3 presented results from the TIM-based bibliometric analysis. For the purposes of this paper, it is important to test/ benchmark these results against findings from expert reviews. In this section, we do so by assessing the effectiveness of TIM-based bibliometrics in retrieving "marker keywords" (MKs) designated by international experts (section 2.1) as representing emerging technologies in the photovoltaic sector. Section 2.3 described the indicators we intend to use to assess the keyword retrieval effectiveness of TIM-based bibliometrics. The TIM software was run several times using the same search string described in section 2.2 but under different filtering/setting conditions. Automated keyword-cleaning effectiveness by TIM was quantitatively assessed (Table 5) The effectiveness of varying the timespan of the bibliometric searches was assessed for our purposes by comparing results (Fig. 6) We also looked at the effect of running the searches for scientific publications only (Table 6 ):
Reference case (see above) Native þ papers þ 20y: native keyword list; SCOPUS, as document source, considering only papers from journals and conference proceedings; 20-year time frame. Table 5 shows quantitative values of the indicators defined in section 2.3, calculated for the specified settings. In the nativekeyword list, among the 300 most frequently occurring (highestranked) keywords, 50% of the marker keywords from the experts are retrieved by TIM (Recallrate(300) ¼ 50%). The TIM automated cleaning algorithm (section 2.2.3) further improves this performance: the third column of Table 5 shows the Recallrate(300) rising to 63%.
Also the parameter SumRank(66%), summing the ranks of the top 66% MKs retrieved by TIM, improves for the "clean keyword" filter (SumRank indicators best perform when lower: see section 2.3). Calculations for the indicators r(100) and Recallrate(100) (information retrieval among the first 100 most frequently occurring keywords) indicate ( Table 5 ) that 100 is an insufficient number of keywords to retrieve a meaningful amount of relevant information from bibliometric searches as we performed them. Fig. 6 shows results for varying the time frame of the searches. The values of Recallrate(300) indicate that filtering the search results by reducing the time frame to the 10 and 8 most recent years increases the recovery of marker keywords, compared to the reference setting of 20 years. This is also confirmed by the improvement of the indicator Sum_Rank(66%), which performs best (the lower the better) for a time frame of 8 years. We attribute this improvement to the fact that technologies have a more consolidated jargon in recent than in previous years, so retrieved keywords have higher frequencies of occurrence. Alternatively, overly-reducing the time frame leads to loss of information as shown by lower recall rate values for 6 and 4 years. The best performing time frame for the searches discussed in this paper is 8e10 years. It is possible to notice that analysing the TIM results by mean of the indicator Sumrank(66%) provides more information (five different values: 3113, 3044, 2738, 2859, 3016 with a good variability) than the indicator Recallrate(300), providing only two values (50% and 54%).
Regarding document sources, the main information is seen to come from journals and conference proceedings found in the SCOPUS database, since Recallrate and Sumrank(300) are performing equally (Table 6 ).
The output of these tests that we performed on the TIM software can be considered very good, because TIM retrieved 63% of the technologies identified by experts at a cost of less than 10% of the cost of an expert elicitation and in a time that is similarly in the order of 1/10 of the time necessary to organise the expert elicitation event.
Discussion
In horizon scanning, text-mining bibliometric methods can be cheaper and quicker than a classic fully-fledged expert review, typically involving tens of highly qualified experts. Running the expert review exercise used here as reference [5] to benchmark the TIM software keyword retrieval performance required not only budget (for external experts, facilities, etc.) but also human resources to plan and organise the review event. Moreover, the expert elicitation process can be quite long, especially if highly qualified e therefore very busy e experts are required. Once tools and procedures are available the bibliometric methods can be run in shorter time frames.
However, these methods are relatively new and, from our experience, it is fundamental to rely on experienced analysts and to have the support and feedback of experts in the field, as discussed above and highlighted in bibliography [13, 8, 10] . Kajikawa et al. [32] argue that "vision is usually given by a top-down approach based on experts' experience and intuition, but its feasibility should be tested against existing data and trends."
Limitations of the use of bibliometric software to identify emerging technologies
The use of bibliometric software to retrieve keywords and identify emerging concepts/technologies has some intrinsic limitations that need to be considered, affecting not only TIM but bibliometric software relying on keywords in general. First, emerging concepts/technologies are intrinsically complex and cannot be identified with a single keyword; then, the authors/editors tend to fragment complex concepts into different keywords. This makes it difficult to identify, starting from a single keyword, whether the given keyword is part of a more complex concept or not. For example, technologies such as "nanoscale heterojunction" may be split into the two keywords "nanoscale" þ "heterojunction", which taken alone (and ranked differently) do not give a full picture. Therefore analysts trying to identify technologies starting from single keywords need to consider this and also pay attention to single keywords apparently out of context ("nanoscale") but that can be implicitly linked to the name of a related technology. This is much truer for emerging technologies, because upon emergence a technology often still does not yet have a specific recognised name and authors/editors tend to categorise it differently. This may reduce the frequency of occurrence of keywords, and therefore lower their ranking by the bibliometric software. For 
Expert insights and bibliometric analysis
The added-value of combining expert reviews and bibliometric analysis is well documented. For example, Rip and Courtial [27] refer to the need for analysts to "get a feel for the overall picture and the fine structure" of bibliometric maps, adding that "the computer programs facilitate experimenting with different indices and thresholds, but interpretation remains intuitive". They also argue that quantitative evidence from bibliometrics can "introduce some distance and quasi-objectified procedures for analysing scientific fields that can be checked by actors as well as analysts", thereby mitigating risks of cognitive bias and analyst-actor dilemmas sometimes associated with classic cognitive analyses.
Zhang et al. [12] note that "qualitative methodologies depend on experts" intuitive knowledge and they may be biased since the opinion of experts may be influenced by subjective elements and limited cognitive horizons. In the opposite case, quantitative methods indicate both actual and potential features from science, technology and innovation activity tabulation, document text mining and other data". As limitations of quantitative methods (e.g. bibliometrics), they mention that, for example: not all R&D is published or patented and counts do not distinguish quality; not all publications or patents are similarly valuable (e.g. patent barriers could have more business value than the technology itself; science, technology and innovation database coverage lags can be important in analysing search results.
Technology ranking and Technology Readiness Levels
The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is an indicator useful to assess the degree of development of technologies [6] . One of the outputs required to the international expert panel was the estimation of a TRL for each technology, so as to allow analysing the relation between the frequency of occurrence (inversely proportional to the rank) of a MK retrieved by the bibliometric software and the TRL of the related technology. We observed that the frequency of occurrence of the retrieved keywords (or, in relative terms, the order of magnitude of their rank in the list) often corresponds to the degree of development of the related technology: more mature technologies are ranked higher than emerging ones. In the clean keyword list (Table 4 ) the most frequently occurring MKs (with the best ranks) are "dye-sensitised solar cells" (# 13) and "organic solar cells" (#16), which according to the experts have the highest TRL (5e6). On the other hand, most keywords designating technologies with lowest TRL (1e2) appeared less often and therefore were ranked in the lowest positions. For example, "innovative III-V compound solar cells" was ranked 211, "photocatalysis" ranked 226, "ferroelectric PV" was ranked 285. "perovskite" also conforms to this trend, having average TRL (4e5) and average rank (#42). This behaviour confirms what was said in 5.1. Even if we searched for "emerging" technologies, at higher TRLs technologies tend to have more consolidated jargon. Keywords designating more mature technologies tend to appear more often and therefore be more retrievable by bibliometric frequency analysis methods.
Market perspectives for emerging PV technologies
Wafer-based silicon solar cells had, in 2016, a market share of 90% and continue to be the main PV technology. Thin film, the main competitor of wafer silicon, reached a market share of 20% in 2009 and then decreased. This is related to a limited progress in the developmet of these technologies and a lack of investments in start-up companies. On the research level, new non-concentrating high efficiency concepts are increasing the cell and module efficiencies (Table 1 ). The existing PV technology mix is the base for the future growth of the sector as a whole. No single technology can satisfy all the different consumer requirements, ranging from mobile and consumer applications, and the need for a few watts up to multi-MW utility-scale power plants. If material limitations or technical obstacles restrict the further growth or development of a technology pathway, then the variety of technologies will be an insurance against possible barriers in the exploitation of solar PV electricity [33] . The current perspective for the emerging technologies is to find a niche market, not to compete with the well estabilshed silicon market. TRLs for the most advanced emerging technologies (DSSC, organic) seem to be progressing quite slowly. However, research on these fields has paved the way for perovskite solar cells, which experienced an impressive efficiency evolution in the last ten years and are now attracting attention of the scientific community and the industry [5] .
Conclusions
Bibliometric software can be used to help policymakers identify emerging and promising technologies in specific sectors, by means of quantitative analysis algorithms.
This paper demonstrates the use of Tools for Innovation Monitoring (TIM), a bibliometric analysis software recently developed by the JRC for this purpose, including a case study with quantitative examples of its use to identify emerging technologies in the field of photovoltaics.
The outputs of this software (keyword lists) are compared with qualitative cognitive analysis by an expert review by means of specifically tailored indicators.
TIM was tested under different setting/filtering conditions, showing satisfactory results. Its automated filtering (clumping) function was effective: about 63% of the 24 technologies identified by experts as relevant emerging PV technologies were ranked by TIM among the first 300 keywords it retrieved. A time frame of 8 years was found the most relevant for searching emerging technologies in the frame of this setup. Scientific articles and proceedings from the SCOPUS database were prominent among the search results.
This bibliometric software retrieved most of the technologies identified by experts at a cost of 10% of the cost of the expert elicitation, and in a time that is similarly in the order of 1/10 of the time necessary to organise the expert elicitation event.
The most salient technologies (identified amid the most frequently occurring keywords) tend to be more consolidated technologies, with higher Technology Readiness Levels. Lower TRL technologies (TRL between 1 and 3) tend to occur less frequently and therefore be more difficult to be retrieved in the higher-rank positions.
The JRC is further developing the TIM Tools for Innovation Monitoring and expanding the analysis to other emerging energy technologies. 1 expert on identifying emerging PV technologies, Nigel Taylor for his comments, insights and encouragement, David Shaw for his erudite review and three unknown reviewers for their comprehensive work.
